
Filler Treatment
Dr. Bonakdar’s Exclusive Face Lifting and Neck Lifting Filler Technique
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What Is Special About AmpliPhi?

What Can AmpliPhi Do For You?

AmpliPhi is Dr. Monica Bonakdar’s exclusive filler technique that addresses the sinking, sagging and wrinkling changes of 
the aging face. AmpliPhi is ideal for anyone who is looking for a non-surgical solution to recreate a natural and younger 
version of themselves.

• Instant results  
• Non-surgical in office procedure
• No incisions or scars
• No anesthesia
• No downtime

• Lift sagging face and upper neck
• Lift brows and upper lids 
• Erase lower lid hollows and tired eyes 
• Lift sagging cheeks and erase smile lines
• Lift sagging jowls and contour lower face 
• Correct aging chin and aging mouth 
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What is AmpliPhi Philosophy?
• Beautiful faces like many beautiful natural and man-made objects, have symmetry, harmony, balance and proportions. 
• Greeks mathematicians discovered that to the human eye, the most beautiful proportion is 1 to 1.618. They called this    
  proportion the Golden Ratio or the Phi Ratio. 
• The more beautiful a face appears to the human eye, the more closely the facial proportions follow Phi Ratio. For 
  example, the Phi Ratio appears over 20 times in Florence Colgate, Britain’s most mathematically beautiful face. 
• Dr. Bonakdar created AmpliPhi Filler Technique combining her vast aesthetic experience and artistic eye with the 
  science of Phi proportions to BeautiPhi and YouthiPhi aging faces.
• By carefully measuring facial proportions, Dr. Bonakdar identifies the facial areas that have deviated from Phi Ratio and 
  corrects these deviations to reestablish Phi beauty and youth. 
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Facial Aging and AmpliPhi Decade Dosing
• Facial aging starts in our 30’s with soft tissue loss at a rate of one to two cc’s per year. At first these changes are
  gradual and  go unnoticed. However, the deterioration speeds up in each decade and becomes more pronounced.
• Facial aging effects surface skin and subsurface structures such as fat compartments, facial muscles and facial bones.
• Our brains subconsciously picks up facial aging as deviations from the golden ratio; while our eyes see facial aging 
  as facial sinking, facial sagging, and facial wrinkling.
• Facial sinking otherwise known as deflation results from bone and deep soft tissue loss.
• Facial sagging or descent results from the overlying facial skin becoming too large for the underlying shrunken and 
  deflated structures. Our eyes see a tired face with jowls and turkey neck. 
• For every decade of life past the age of 30, there is a cumulative 10 to 20 cc’s of facial volume loss or deflation and 
  subsequent descent and deterioration. 

AmpliPhi Decade Dosing Requires 5-10 cc’s of Fillers for a 10 years younger transformation.
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I’m so happy with my AmpliPhi Treatment.
I couldn’t have made a better decision. Everyone 
says I look younger.
Julie - Age 50

My AmpliPhi Treatment was quick. It was easy. 
I had no downtime. And the results are fabulous.  
Gregri - Age 61
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Monica Bonakdar, MD - Before

I like the confidence that my AmpliPhi Treatment 
has given me. People say that I look rested. 
They’re not quite sure what I did but I’m getting a 
lot of compliments that I love.
Diana - Age 57 

My AmpliPhi results were fantastic. As soon as I 
saw myself in the mirror, I felt that I looked ten 
years younger. My family noticed that I look 
younger and much more confident.  
Kimberly - Age 53
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How Does AmpliPhi Technique Differ From Traditional Filler Treatment?

Are The Lifting Results Of AmpliPhi Technique Instant?

How Long Is The Recovery From AmpliPhi Treatment?

After decades of focusing her practice on facial aesthetics and performing thousands of filler treatments, Dr. Bonakdar 
created her proprietary AmpliPhi filler technique for full face rejuvenation and lifting. Dr. Bonakdar’s aesthetic expertise and 
artistic genius are the reason for her beautiful AmpliPhi results which are unlike any seen with traditional filler treatments.   

Yes. Your results are instant and improve during the first two weeks to look even better. You leave the office a younger 
version of yourself to enjoy your new look while fully resuming your daily activities. 

There is no lifestyle altering downtime, no need for at home recovery or pain management. However, some individuals 
may feel slight tenderness, or have minor swelling or bruising for a few days.

Many individuals who think they need a surgical facelift and skin reduction, actually need volume correction which then 
naturally lifts the surrounding facial tissues. Traditional facelifts pull and tighten the skin transforming a sagging gaunt face 
into an unnatural tight gaunt face. Surgerized faces without volume correction appear flat and more two dimensional. 
Dr. Bonakdar corrects sinking, sagging and wrinkling with her AmpliPhi technique and restores the natural facial contours 
reestablishing a three dimensional younger version of you. 
 



What Product Are Used For AmpliPhi Treatment?

How Long Does AmpliPhi Treatment Last?

Can An AmpliPhi Treatment Be Reversed?

Dr Bonakdar uses Juvederm collection of fillers including Juvederm Ultra, Juvederm Ultra Plus, Juvederm Volbella, Juve-
derm Vollure and Juvederm Voluma. These FDA approved fillers are made of Hyaluronic acids which naturally occur in 
our bodies. These fillers are used off-label to rejuvenate the entire face. They are extremely safe to use and are not 
known to cause any allergic reaction. 

AmpliPhi results typically last from one to three years. Longevity of results vary depending on products used, your age, 
your rate of dermal filler metabolism, and your skin health at the time of your treatment. Dr Bonakdar recommends follow 
up visits every six months. However, touch up treatments may not be necessary for up to twenty-four months. 

Yes. AmpliPhi Treatment results can be reversed if the need arises. 
 

Yes. Because there is no downtime with AmpliPhi Treatment and there is no required pre-treatment preparation, your 
AmpliPhi Treatment can be done on the same day as your AmpliPhi Consultation. Most patients are excited about leaving 
the office looking younger than when they arrived and choose to have their treatment done right after their consultation. 

 





How Long Does AmpliPhi Treatment Last?

949-721-6000
Concierge@BonakdarMD.com

2121 E. Coast Hwy. Suite 250 | Corona Del Mar, CA 92625 
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Arrange a consultation for
your AmpliPhi Filler Treatment Today

Dr. Monica Bonakdar’s Exclusive Face
Lifting and Neck Lifting Filler Technique

Jon-Paul Faulkner
20321 Irvine Avenue | Newport Beach, CA 92660


